We study the stationary flow of a fluid occupying a 3D infinite horizontal domain bounded by a rough wall that is at rest and by a plane that moves with a constant velocity. The rough wall is a plane covered with periodically distributed asperities of size e. We prove that, outside a neighbourhood of the rough region, the flow behaves asymptotically as a Couette flow, as e -» 0, up to an exponentially small error.
In order to prove this result, we write the equations satisfied by w£ for an arbitrary given f£. Then, we approximate w£ by a solution of Navier-Stokes type equations in a half-space. Such a solution has a limit ^/£0o as £3 -> 00 and the convergence is controlled by cexp(-c'x^/e).
Finally, we prove that f£ may be chosen such that 'I'eoo = 0 by using a fixed point argument. This gives the result.
The exponential control of the convergence relies on a Saint-Venant type estimate established in [4] , For similar estimates, see [10] , [11] , [14] , and [15] and references cited therein. For other studies of rugosity in problems governed by various pde's, see [6] , [8] .
2. Main result.
Let us consider a viscous fluid occupying an infinite horizontal domain bounded by two walls, a plane one V and a rough one 1Z£1 covered with periodically distributed asperities of small size e. The plane V is moving in a parallel direction to lZe with a constant velocity g. The domain of the flow is 0£ = {1 £ I3 :1' € R2,rj£(x') < x3 < l3}, where x' = (Xi,X2),h > 0,£ > 0 and r)£ (representing the profile of asperities) is the function given by r]£(x') = erj (^j , 77 being periodic with respect to x\ and £2 with periods l\ and The velocity u£ -(uei,u£2,u€3) and the pressure p£ satisfy the stationary Navier-Stokes equations -vAu£ + u£ ■ Vu£ + Vp£ = 0, V • u£ = 0, u£= 0, u£\v=g,
where v > 0 and g = (g',0) are constant, and they are assumed to be periodic with respect to x\ and X2 with periods el\ and el^-We assume 1/e to be an integer so that %, ue and p£ are also periodic with respect to x\ and X2 with periods 11 and I2 ■ Setting S£ -(0,eii) x (0,^2), we denote by (1£ = {1 £ I3 :1' 6 S£,r]£(x') < x3 < Z3} the bounded part of the domain that is bounded by the part of the rough wall Re = {x : x' € S£,Xs = r]£(x')}, by the part of plane P = {x : x' £ SE,x3 = I3}, and by the immaterial lateral boundary L£ = {x : x' £ dS£,rj£(x') < X3 < I3}. Clearly, Oe is generated by periodic horizontal translations of tt£. We denote, for m> 0, H™T(n£) = {ve HZc{Oe) : v € Hm(Q£), v(xi,x2,x3) = v(xi + eli,x2,x3) = v(xi,x2 + £^2, ^3)}, provided with the norm of The existence of a velocity u£ in this space can be proved by using a Hopf divergence free extension of the boundary data, as in Section 7.1, p. 101 of [13] . Here such an extension is explicitly given by s{x3)g provided that s(/3) = 1 and s vanishes outside a neighbourhood of I3. The pressure p£ is then obtained by the de Rham Theorem. Its periodicity may be proved as in Theorem 1 of [4] . In this way, we get the following existence result.
Proposition
1. There exists a solution of (1) such that
Moreover, for £ small enough, such a solution is unique.
We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour, as e -> 0, of this solution. Our objective is to show that, outside a neighbourhood of the rough wall, the flow behaves asymptotically as a Couette flow and more precisely that us{x) = 'j^-g + e (~ -l) fe + we(x),
h \ h where fe = (/ei, /e2,0) is a vector of R3 and ws{x) decays exponentially with respect to e. Denoting fj = sup^a;') : x' G M2}, the main result is the following one.
Theorem 2. Let (u£,p£) satisfy (1) and (2). There exist two positive numbers c and c! and, for any a G N3, a positive number d'a, such that: for any e < c, there exists f£ = (/ei, fe2i 0) such that the remainder we, defined by (3), and p£ satisfy
for any x G such that x$ > e(fj +1).
Remark that fe is not unique since the result still holds if an arbitrary vector f'£ = (/ei,/rfjO) is such that |/^| < exp(-c'/e) is added to f£. Obviously, c, d and c!'a depend on the data g, v, I and r]. In the sequel, c, c' and c" will still be used to denote various numbers depending on these data. We will denote by ca or cm numbers that, moreover, depend on a or M.
3. Decomposition of the remainder. Let / be an arbitrary vector of R3 such that h = 0-
Replacing in (1) u£ by the right-hand side of (3) relative to f£ = /, we get the following equations for (w£,pe):
w£ G (^er(fte))3, p£ G LlM, -vAw£ + w£ ■ Vw£ + w£+ ( 7-(g + ef)-ef) ■ Viu£ + Vp£ = 0, h \h V-we = 0, w£ |P = 0, w£\nc = -y-(g + ef)+ef.
We will approximate w£ by a function ^ defined in the whole rough half-space Oe = {i G i3 : i' G M2, x$ > rj£{x')}. This will allow us to use a Saint-Venant type property of exponential decay as £3 -► 00; see (11) . The problem on we is close to a problem in such an infinite strip because the aspect ratio length/width of tt£ is ^/(sl 1).
To this end, we extend Q£ in the vertical direction by = {x G R3 : x' G S£,x3 > %(x')}, and we consider a corrector (*!/.-, ££) in the rough half-space Os that satisfies:
e (f^el,loc(l\))3, Vf£ G (L2peT(n£))9, 6 e L2peril"c(ne),
-i/A$e + ^'V^ + + a£ • Vf£ + V££ = 0,
V-tfe = 0, *£|We =-y-(g + ef)+£f.
where
*3 + £7? 0 otherwise.
We use here a function a£ that vanishes for large enough £3 in order to get (11); see (16). More precisely, we define (Vf^,^) to be the limit as to -> 00 of the periodic solution canceis for X3 = TOi tliat is, the solution of:
V-^r = 0, %n\Uc = -y^(5 + ef)+ef, *rix3=m = 0. 
The main point to prove Theorem 1 is to establish that there exists / such that 00 = 0.
This will be done by proving that, if £ is small enough, the map / 1-> / -^eoo/e is contractive and therefore possesses (at least) one fixed point, which will be denoted fe.
To prove this, we will define (<&£, IT) by tf£ = e($e + /), £e = £ll£,
and we will prove (Lemma 8) that the map / i-> -<J>£0o = f -^coo/e is contractive. The proof will use preliminary estimates on \I>e (Lemma 4), 011 V$£ (Lemma 5), on $2 _ $1 (Lemma 6) and on its gradient (Lemma 7), where and correspond to distinct data /1 and /2. Using (12), we will prove, in Lemma 9, that the H1 norm of the residue He goes exponentially fast to 0 as e goes to 0. This will imply the pointwise decay |9aS£(o;)| + \daoe{x)\ < c"exp (14) for all x S fL such that X3 > e(rj + 1). Together with the pointwise decay (11) and with (12) , this will provide the announced decay (4).
4. Saint-Venant estimate. Let (\J/', £') be a couple of functions in 1R+ that are periodic with respect to x, with period fcj, i = 1 or 2, and that satisfy 9'e(HUk3+))3, If K < \Jv/\b\, one has, for all t > K,
where A > 0. For all a G N3 and t > K, one has
Given a positive real number c, one can choose A, /( and aa such that (18) and (19) hold for all a, b, k\ and &2 such that |a| < c, |6| < c, ki/k^ < c and £2/^1 < c.
For the reader's convenience, let us give hints about the proof of Lemma 3, which is rather complicated.
In the much simpler case of Laplace's equation, a proof based on an explicit decomposition 011 a special basis is given in [5], Lemma 4. In the case of stationary Navier-Stokes equations in a semi-infinite channel with lateral Dirichlet boundary condition, a similar result is proved in [10] , Vol. 2, Theorem 4.1, p. 261; see also references therein.
Here, the lateral Dirichlet boundary condition is replaced by a periodicity condition, and therefore the mean value *5 (t) = (1/|£|) /" ,t') dx' may no longer be bounded by using the Poincare inequality as in [10] . However, a similar method may be used, using the Poincare-Wirtinger inequality and the fact that VP (t) remains bounded. This is done in [4], Theorem 2.
Here, ty' is not governed by stationary Navier-Stokes equations; it is governed by (15) , which contains the extra term "$/'3b + a • V\&'. However, the proof of [4] extends to this case, the extra term being bounded by similar calculus; this is done in [3], Theorem 2 and its proof. Outlines are as follows.
In a first step, using the fact that V1!*' € (L2(A0))9, we prove that, for i = 1 or 2,
It follows that ^ (t) goes to a limit as t -* oo and that (17) is satisfied.
In a second step, we prove that, if K < \/V|b|/(2«0, then y(t) = fAt |W|2<ir' satisfies the following ordinary differential inequality, with c* independent of K:
This inequality implies \y{t)\ < c^y (0) Remark that (11) implies that vE»eoo = lim <J£(f).
t-> + 00
Lemma 4. Given M > 0, there exists a positive number cm such that, if |/| < M and e < cm, then
where c does not depend on A I. For all t > efj,
|^W-^eocl<-/ |Vf£|2, The dependence on £ of ©4 and of other quantities defined later on is not pointed out by a subscript in order to reduce notation. 
In a similar way to (23), integrating on S£ the horizontal momentum equations given in (30), for t > e(rj + 1) fixed, and using the periodicity of the solution, we get |<f>(t) -$(e(?7 + 1))| < -(||V<l'^||(i2(ee(TJ+l)))9 + ||V$2||(i2(ec(Tr+l)))9)|jV$||(L2(ee(jJ+l)))9.
Therefore, by (28), |$(t) -$(£:(r] + 1))| < CM||V$||(L2(e«(if+i)))9. (32)
On the other hand,
Jririx') ^3 fr]£(x Therefore, choosing z = e(rj + 1) and integrating with respect to x', we get c |$(e(»7 + l))| < -^\\dzH(L2(as))3 + ce\f\.
(34)
Using (31), (32), and (34), we get (29). □
In order to bound the right-hand side of (29) in terms of c\f2 -f1], let us prove the following result. This integration by parts may be justified by passing to the limit on the approximate solutions It may also be justified by remarking that -isAifr+'Vir -V-(-^V0+7rId), which is in L1 and which is in L3/2 in any bounded set thanks to (28), (36) Using the Holder inequality it follows that |Ji| < e||V$2||(Loo(e'))9(||0 -0||(L2(e/))3)2 + 2e-||0||(z,oo(©/))31| V«3E)2||(Z/2(©/))9 (||0 -0||(z,2(©'))3)2 (38)
From (28) we have ll^ellc^ce'))9 ^ cMV~e (39) and from the Poincare-Wirtinger inequality, \\<t> ~ <A||(l2(©'))3 < csIIVx'^I^^c©'))6-(40)
Thanks to (28), ||V^||(i2(0,))9 <Cm£3/2.
Since k = 0 in 0', (29) and (34) give l|0||(L~(©'))3 ^ -^l|V</>||(L2(©0)9 + e|/|.
Using the change of variable x' >-> x'/e, which maps the domain A' onto a domain of section (0,h) x (O,^), and the fact that 4>\ue -0, we get l|0ll(L6(A'))3 < ce~2/3||V0||(L2(A'))9.
Using (39), (40), (41), (42), and (43), the inequality (38) gives \h\ < Cm£ ^ ll^7<^>ll(L2(t2e))9(ll^7<^ll(Z,2(f2E))9 + £3|/D-
Let us now bound Ii-There we decompose the integral over fl£ into integrals over 0" = {x 6 I3 : x' 6 Se, X3 > erj},
A" = {x G R3 : x' £ S£. rj£{x') < x3 < efj}.
We use a domain A" of vertical size ce to get the coefficient e in (45). Using (22),
We bound the first integral using (40) for <j) and (with 0" instead of ©'), (13) and (20). To bound the second integral, we use the following Poincare inequality:
and ||$£3ll(L2(A"))3 < cMez/2.
This last inequality comes from (33) by using (13) and (20). Thus, we get
Similarly, we have \h\<cMe7'2(\m\{L2^)r)2.
Since a\ = a2e = 0 on [2i3 + erj, +00), we can write
It follows that \h\ < £\f\(\\<t> ~ ^ll(L2(e'))3llv<^ll(£2(©'))9 + llv$?ll(L1(eo)9ll</>ll(Loo(e'))3) + (£l/l + llae ~ II (Z/°°(A'))3 ) IIII (L2(A'))9 ll^ll (L2(A'))3 ■ Thanks to (28),
Then using (40), (41), (42), (48) and llae -aell(L~(A'))3 < c?\f\ and using the Poincare inequality ll^ll(L2(A'))3 < C||V0||(L2(AO)9,
Using similar arguments and the fact that k vanishes for £3 > Z3/2, we get
\h\ <cm£5/2|/|||V0||((l2(^))9.
From (37), the estimates (44), (46), (47), (49), (50) 
On the other hand, by (6), ?£(x' ,r]e(x')) = -j^r}(x'/e){g-\-ef); thus
Jr]c(x') '3 V £ / Therefore, l<M£^)l < "zTT" / f \dz$e(x\.z)\dzdx'+ y-(g + eM).
e nh Jse Jf]e(x') '3
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, <9,<3>e = dzxJ^/e, and (20), we get < C((M +eM)1/2 + (\g\ +eM)).
Using (53), (54), and (55) and passing to the limit as t -> oo, we obtain |$<roo| < c((|g| + sM)1/2 + (|.g| + eM)).
Therefore, taking M = 2c[\g\ + \g\1/2), there exists a positive number cm such that for £ < c-mi l^eool < M. Then -$eoo belongs to Bj\j, since its third component vanishes thanks to (13) and (22).
Choice of e such that f >-> -<3>eoo is a contractive map on Bm-Let ($J,7Tg) and ($2,7t2) be the solutions, respectively, associated by (6) and (13) Any function <p £ (if^f^))3 that cancels on satisfies IMI(L6(Jle))3 < c£"2/3||V^||(L2(n£))9.
This is proved in the same way as (43). Using in addition (60), we get IJ2I < c'M exp ) l|V?||(L2(Qe))9.
The same arguments lead to \M < c'M exp l|VC||(L2(fic))9.
For J4, we remark that J4= f ■ Vr ■ £ = -/ • V£ • r.
Jnc Jne
The Holder inequality gives |J4| < C£1/3||r||(Z,6(fie))3||^e||(L6(f2e))3||V^||(L2(fie))9.
Using the extension h of \I/£ defined by (25) and (62), we get ll^£||(L6(n£))3 < ce"2/,i||V(^£ -/i)||(z,a(ne))» + l|fr||(L6(ne))3
and then II^M(£«(ne))3 < ce-2/3||V^||(i2(f,e))9 + cMe1/2.
Therefore, (20) and (60) give \Ji\ < c'M exp l|V^||(L2(Qe))9.
The same arguments lead to \J5\<c'Me1/2\m2{mn€))°
and |«/el < cm exP (-||V^||(L2(Qe))9.
For J7, we decompose the integral over fle into integrals over the domains J = {x : x' e Se, rj£(x') < x3 < efj}, u>" -{x : x' e Se, erj < x3 < /3}.
Since £ is divergence free and periodic, £ = 0 in uj" and therefore
Using the Poincare inequality (45) in u/ (instead of A") and the Poincare-Wirtinger inequality (40) in u>" (instead of 0'), we obtain IJ7I < c/M£2(||V£||(L2(nE))9)2.
Similarly, 1^81 < CM£2||Vr||(i2(nt))e||V£||(I,2(jJe))9. 
Now bounding the right-hand side of (59) with (61), (63), (64), (65), (66), (67), (68), (69) , and (70) we prove the existence of a positive number cm such that for e < cm, l|V£||(L2(fie))9 < c'M exp ■ Since He ==£ + r, using (60), we get l|Se||(ffi(nc))a < c'M exp f-A|.
The proof of Lemma 9 is therefore complete. □ Finally, the exponential decay (57) of the norm implies the pointwise decay (14) outside of a neighbourhood of the rough wall, that is, for x-j > e(rj + 1). This has been done in Theorem 2 of [4] in the case of a half space. The adaptation of the proof to the present case of a strip {x : x' € R2,£(t7 + 1) < £3 < ^3} is elementary. Then we got fE such that (11) , (12) , and (14) 
